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About this document
This document provides:



information about our proposed refinements
to the policy and the rationale for these
changes.



information about how you can have your
say on the proposed refresh

To support your consideration of this proposal
we have made the following supporting
documents available:


Significance and Engagement Policy 2014



Draft Significance and Engagement Policy
2022

Having your say
Public consultation runs from 27 September to 18 October 2021.
For more information and a schedule of Have Your Say events please see the last page of this
document.
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Introduction
Auckland Council’s Significance and Engagement Policy identifies how and when communities can
expect to be engaged or consulted on decisions about issues, proposals, assets and activities.
The current policy was developed and adopted in 2014. We are proposing a refresh to the policy to
take effect from February 2022.

Significance and Engagement Policy – proposed changes
The Significance and Engagement Policy is comprised of two interrelated sections on significance
and engagement:


The significance section sets out how and when communities can expect the council to
engage before making decisions, describes the council’s approach to determining the
significance of proposals and decisions, and lists the council’s strategic assets.



The engagement section provides best practice methods for how to engage most effectively
and inclusively with the diverse communities of Tāmaki Makaurau.

We are proposing a number of changes to our existing 2014 policy to:





respond to changing communities
utilise more user-friendly language
make the policy clearer and more fit-for-purpose for our communities
create a more contemporary policy.

Although this consultation document focuses on the proposed changes, we are interested in your
feedback on any views on the policy in general.

Updates to engagement section
Changes proposed to the engagement component of the policy are minimal. These include:




Refining and simplifying existing text to strengthen the policy and make it user-friendly
Refreshing the current set of engagement principles to reflect a changing and more diverse
Tamaki Makaurau
Updating policy content to reference the policy’s connection to the council’s Engagement
Guidelines, a separate, living document which operationalises the policy and standardises
engagement across the organisation, providing practical, best-practice engagement advice.

Significance updates
The two main updates in the significance section of the draft policy are around the assessment of
significance and strategic assets.
The proposed policy clarifies that significance is assessed as a continuum, from low to high. It also
clarifies that where a number of proposals or decisions are to be taken together significance should
be assessed on the cumulative impact of the whole package.
Strategic assets as defined under the Local Government Act 2002 are assets or groups of assets that
the council needs to continue to own in order to achieve outcomes that are important to the current or
future well-being of the community.
We propose to update the list of strategic assets in accordance with the following key principles:


Assets which are not used for the delivery of services are not considered strategic
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Most council strategic assets are identified as groups, or networks of assets to reflect the way
in which they deliver services and enable us to respond to changing needs



The desired outcome of identifying a strategic asset is to protect its ability to deliver services
(this focuses attention on underlying assets rather than shareholdings)

In updating this list some groups of assets that do not meet the threshold for strategic assets have
been removed. It is important, however, to acknowledge that any change to the council’s ownership or
control of assets in these groups may be of high interest and significance to either the Auckland
community as a whole or some part of that community. By removing these from the list of strategic
assets the council is able to utilise more fit-for-purpose consultation and engagement approaches in
respect of decisions relating to these assets. Instead of including proposals within a long-term plan
consultation document and following a special consultative process, the council can look to engage
more directly with interested and affected parts of the community in more appropriate ways
The following table summarises the proposed changes to the list of strategic assets:
2014 Policy

Draft 2021 Policy

Reason for proposed change





Minor editorial change to remove the
specific calling out of one component
of the network.

public transport network,
including Britomart

public transport
network

A decision related to Britomart, (or
any other public transport station)
would need to consider the impact on
the overall network to assess the
significance of the decision.


roading network



roading and footpath
assets

Category has been broadened to
reflect the importance of footpaths to
Aucklanders. The draft policy explains
that this means the group of roading
and footpath assets and how
decisions around individual assets
within the group should be assessed.



stormwater network



Minor editorial change to combine the
water networks into one line.



the water supply,
wastewater, and
stormwater networks

water and wastewater
network



parks network



the network of parks
and open spaces

Minor editorial change to reflect
council terminology and acknowledge
the diverse nature of open spaces in
the urban environment.



network of swimming
pools



the community
facilities network

Minor change to reflect the
management of community facilities
as one network.



network of community
centres and halls



community library
network

The community facilities network
includes arts and culture facilities,
community centres, libraries, pools
and leisure facilities, and venues for
hire (community or rural halls)
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cemeteries, heritage
scheduled buildings and
structures





freehold interests in
waterfront land held by
the Ports of Auckland
Limited and the Auckland
Waterfront Development
Agency

Removal of these assets where they
are not used for the delivery of council
services. These assets are now
covered by some proposed new
guidelines for assessing the
significance of these kinds of assets.



shares in substantive
CCOs

Removed as the focus of significance
assessment should be on the control
of the underlying assets rather than
the specific form of the corporate
ownership structure.



Auckland Central Library
and the historical library
collection



the heritage and
general library
collections

Minor editorial change to reflect the
inclusion of Auckland Central Library
within the community facilities
network.



Civic Theatre, Aotea
Centre, Zoo, Viaduct
Events Centre, North
Harbour Stadium, Bruce
Mason Theatre, Q
Theatre, Auckland Art
Gallery (including the art
collection owned by
Regional Facilities
Auckland), Mt Smart
Stadium and the council's
contractual rights and
interests in Auckland City
Arena (known as Vector
Arena)



the network of
stadiums and venues

Minor editorial change to include the
entire network of stadiums and
venues instead of listing each
individual asset out.



Auckland Zoo

Minor editorial change to recognise
the zoo as a specific strategic asset
given the inherent link between this
asset and the services provided to the
community using this asset.



Auckland Art Gallery,
including the
associated art
collection.

Minor editorial change to recognise
the art gallery and the gallery’s
collection (as a group) as a specific
strategic asset.



social housing network
including housing for the
elderly



the council’s interest in
Housing for Older
People managed via
Haumaru Housing

Minor editorial to reflect the
arrangements under which the council
provides social housing



shares in Auckland
International Airport
Limited



shares in Auckland
International Airport
Limited

No change



shares in Ports of
Auckland Limited.



shares in Ports of
Auckland Limited

No change

cemeteries

Removal of heritage scheduled
buildings and structures that are not
used for the delivery of services.
These assets are now covered by
some proposed new guidelines for
assessing the significance of these
kinds of assets.
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How to have your say
We want to hear your views on the issues facing Auckland’s future.
The public consultation runs from 27 September to 18 October 2021 and will adhere to all relevant
Ministry of Health guidelines in order to protect public health and safety. It is subject to change and
will likely consists of:
-

consultation materials and online feedback forms available on the council engagement
website (Have Your Say)

-

online and digital engagement channels

Written feedback

You can provide feedback online at https: xxxxxxxx
Alternatively feedback can be submitted by email to: xxxxxxxxxxx or
mailed, freepost, to:
Auckland Council
Freepost Authority 190197
Private Bag 92300
Victoria Street West
Auckland 1142
Feedback forms can also be dropped off to your local library or service
centre, if COVID19 Alert Levels allow.
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